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Capabilities for assembly of three-dimensional (3D) micro/nanostructures in advanced materials have impor-
tant implications across a broad range of application areas, reaching nearly every class of microsystem tech-
nology. Approaches that rely on the controlled, compressive buckling of 2D precursors are promising because
of their demonstrated compatibility with the most sophisticated planar technologies, where materials include
inorganic semiconductors, polymers, metals, and various heterogeneous combinations, spanning length scales
from submicrometer to centimeter dimensions. We introduce a set of fabrication techniques and design con-
cepts that bypass certain constraints set by the underlying physics and geometrical properties of the assembly
processes associated with the original versions of these methods. In particular, the use of releasable, multilayer
2D precursors provides access to complex 3D topologies, including dense architectures with nested layouts,
controlled points of entanglement, and other previously unobtainable layouts. Furthermore, the simultaneous,
coordinated assembly of additional structures can enhance the structural stability and drive the motion of
extended features in these systems. The resulting 3D mesostructures, demonstrated in a diverse set of more than
40 different examples with feature sizes from micrometers to centimeters, offer unique possibilities in device de-
sign. A 3D spiral inductor for near-field communication represents an example where these ideas enable enhanced
quality (Q) factors and broader working angles compared to those of conventional 2D counterparts.
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INTRODUCTION

Complex, three-dimensional (3D) mesostructures are ubiquitous in
biology (1). Man-made technologies with analogous 3D architectures
could have widespread applications in biomedical devices (2–5), micro-
electromechanical systems (6–9), metamaterials (10–15), batteries
(16–21), photonic and optoelectronic components (22–25), and other
areas (1, 26) where conventional, planar architectures currently dom-
inate. The main challenge in realizing these systems is in the absence
of fabrication/assembly methods that simultaneously provide access to
3D geometries with the necessary micro/nanoscale feature sizes and
with the required classes of functional materials. For instance, techniques
in 3D printing and two-photon/multiphoton lithography offer high
resolution and structural versatility, but they cannot be used with device-
grade semiconductors (10, 11, 27–33). Approaches that rely on strain-
induced bending/folding (34–42) are compatible with advanced
materials in conventional 2D microsystems, but the accessible range
of 3D geometries is limited. Recent work demonstrates that these 2D
structures can be manipulated in a conceptually different manner, via
compressive buckling induced by an elastomeric support to yield broad
varieties of 3D architectures characterized by open-mesh, filamentary
networks (43, 44), by assemblies of plates/membranes (45, 46), and by
various combinations. Here, 2D precursors bonded selectively at lith-
ographically defined sites to a prestrained elastomer geometrically trans-
form into deterministically controlled 3D architectures upon release of the
prestrain. Previous work (43–46), however, only explored the buckling-
driven assembly of 3Dmesostructures from single-layer 2D precursors.
The intrinsic nature of the buckling processes (for example, proportional
dependence of maximummaterial strain on precursor thickness) in these
cases constrains the range of realizable 3Dmesostructures to those with
open-layout geometries with largely hollow interior regions.

Here, we report the use of releasable, multilayered 2D precursors to
enable the assembly of qualitatively different classes of 3D mesostruc-
tures, characterized by substantially enhanced filling factors (for exam-
ple, more than three times in many examples examined herein). A set
of new fabrication techniques and design concepts extend concepts in
buckling-driven assembly (44, 45) to allow layer-by-layer stacking of
independently fabricated 2D precursors (each with different materials,
feature sizes, and patterns) and separate, lithographically defined
collections of bonding sites between each of these layers and the pre-
strained substrate. The resulting mesostructures have a level of geomet-
ric complexity unobtainable with single-layer 2D precursors reported
previously. For example, specialized layouts provide local force actua-
tors and structural supports for 3D geometries that would otherwise be
impossible to achieve. Demonstrations include experimental and the-
oretical studies of more than 40 3D structures formed using silicon,
polymer, metal, and their heterogeneous combinations, each with
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unique levels of topological complexity and structural stability. Fur-
thermore, an application in antennas for near-field communication
(NFC) technologies demonstrates the utility of transformable, 3D
geometries from releasable, multilayered 2D precursors for enhanced
quality (Q) factor and improved working angle compared to con-
ventional, 2D counterparts.
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RESULTS

3D multilayer mesostructures with fully separated
configurations
Figure 1 presents the design concepts, assembly approaches, and
fabrication processes for building 3D mesostructures from releasa-
ble, multilayer, 2D precursors formed by layer-by-layer transfer print-
ing (47–49). An illustrative example of 3D trilayer nested silicon cages
appears in Fig. 1 (A and B). The process starts with the preparation
of lithographically defined 2D precursors of circular cages in silicon-
epoxy bilayers with three different feature sizes (radii, 1500, 1000, and
700 mm) on silicon-on-insulator (SOI) wafers (1.5 mm in thickness).
Sacrificial layers (AZ 5214) patterned on top of each 2D precursor de-
fine positions of bonding sites and also allow their subsequent release
from one another by transfer printing after stacking (with centers
aligned). Delivery of the trilayer onto a prestrained (~70%, equal bi-
axial) silicone substrate followed by removal of the sacrificial layers
and relaxation of the prestrain induces compressive forces that trigger
independent out-of-plane buckling of each of the three 2D precursor
layers to form a 3D nested cage structure. Detailed procedures appear
in Materials and Methods. The initial and intermediate states of
assembly obtained through finite element analyses (FEA; see the Sup-
plementary Materials for more details) are shown in the left three
frames of Fig. 1B, indicating that each layer assembles independently
without any interaction between layers during the buckling process.
The final configuration corresponds to nested cages, as illustrated by
the results of FEA and the colorized scanning electron microscope
(SEM) image (the right two frames in Fig. 1B). Note that the inter-
mediate and final configurations denote the shapes of buckled 3D
mesostructure when the prestrain is partially and completely relaxed,
respectively. The color in the FEA illustrates the distribution of max-
imum principal strains, indicating that peak values remain well below
the fracture thresholds (~2%) for the silicon.

Figure 1C presents another example, in the form of a 3D trilayer
microstructure in epoxy that resembles a tree. Here, layer-by-layer
transfer printing (fig. S1A) on a prestrained substrate (60%) enables
the assembly; the final geometry exhibits quantitative agreement with
FEA predictions (right two frames in Fig. 1C and fig. S1B). These
design concepts and assembly approaches are applicable to 3D mul-
tilayer mesostructures with many different configurations. Representa-
tive examples at the microscale include bilayer saddles of epoxy (Fig.
1D), boxes of silicon (Fig. 1E), and membranes of silicon (Fig. 1F).
Multilayer 2D precursors formed with different materials in different
layers enable the assembly of 3D heterogeneous mesostructures. An
example of a hybrid 3D trilayer nested cage appears in Fig. 1G, in
which the bottom and upper layers are epoxy and the middle layer
is silicon.

Mechanical/laser cutting techniques provide alternatives to
photolithography for fabrication of multilayer, 2D precursors with com-
paratively large feature sizes (for example, from ~100 mm to several cen-
Yan et al. Sci. Adv. 2016; 2 : e1601014 23 September 2016
timeters). The fabrication process is schematically illustrated in fig.
S2A, and the details are provided in Materials and Methods. Highly
complex 3D geometries can be achieved using these techniques, as
demonstrated by two examples of Cu (1 mm)/PET (50 mm) bilayers in
Fig. 1 (H and I). Figure 1H and fig. S2B present the assembly of three 2D
membrane precursors into a trilayer architecture that resembles the
Sydney Opera House. A variant of the tree structure in Fig. 1C, which
consists of four layers and an elaborate “leaf” configuration, is
illustrated in Fig. 1I and fig. S2C. The corresponding assembly process
is shown in movie S1. The ribbons that connect directly to the
bonding areas are ~300 mm in width, and the entire lateral size of
the four-layer tree is less than 1 cm. In all of these examples, the final
3D configurations can be tailored continuously by using different
levels of prestrain. The dependence of the maximum out-of-plane dis-
placements of different layers on prestrain for three representative
examples appears in fig. S3. The out-of-plane displacements of differ-
ent layers all increase monotonically to approach corresponding max-
ima with increasing prestrain. In the various 3D architectures in Fig. 1,
no evident wrinkling is observed in the contact pads that bond with
the substrate, because the wrinkling wavelength for an infinitely large
film (with the same thickness) compliantly bonded onto a prestretched
substrate of the same material is always larger than the characteristic
in-plane sizes of contact pads, typically by a factor of >2. For example,
quantitative calculations based on the reported analytic models (50, 51)
yield wrinkling wavelengths of ~0.43, ~0.61, and ~0.61 mm for the bot-
tom, middle, and top layers, respectively, of the nested 3D cages (Fig.
1B). These values are larger than the corresponding in-plane sizes
(~0.13, ~0.2, and ~0.3 mm) of square-shaped bonding pads.

In addition to Cu/PET bilayers, these same techniques can also be
applied to form 3D multilayer structures in plastic (fig. S4). As in all of
the other cases, FEA predictions match experimental results.

3D multilayer mesostructures with assisting features
Each layer in the examples in Fig. 1 assembles independently, with-
out mechanical interactions with other layers. By careful selection
of the geometries of the different layers, their bonding sites, and the
levels of prestrain, tailored interactions can be engineered to assist
the assembly process and/or structurally stabilize the final 3D archi-
tectures. Figure 2A (top five frames) provides representative examples
of interacting 3D bilayer microstructures in polyimide (PI) (green
color), epoxy (yellow color), and copper/PI bilayers (orange color).
The left column shows the layouts of stacked 2D precursors. Relax-
ing the prestrain initiates out-of-plane buckling of the base layers.
Their interaction with the overlying layers imparts forces at selected
locations that reshape the systems into programmed 3D configura-
tions. The intermediate states of assembly and final configurations
are given by FEA simulations and SEM images in the center and right
columns of Fig. 2A, respectively. The first two examples in Fig. 2A are
spire-shaped 3D bilayer mesostructures. Here, the buckled ribbon of
the base layer drives the transformation of the single and double coils
in the overlying layers into 3D spires. The resulting mesostructures
can be used in NFC devices, as described subsequently. Moreover,
both kirigami and origami design principles can be applied, as shown
in the chair, box, and pyramid structures of Fig. 2A. These microstruc-
tures can be reversibly opened and closed by mechanical stretching/
releasing the elastomer substrate, thereby serving as unusual types of
micromanipulators (52). The bottom three frames of Fig. 2A corre-
spond to 3D multilayer structures in plastic, with shapes that resemble
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Fig. 1. Process for deterministic assembly of 3Dmesostructures from releasable,multilayer, 2D precursors and illustrative examples. (A) Schematic
illustration of the procedures for fabricating 3D multilayer mesostructures in silicon by layer-by-layer transfer printing. (B) Exploded view of the three pre-
cursor layers, FEA results that describe the formation of 3D trilayer nested cages in silicon, and corresponding SEM image (colorized) of the final configuration.
(C) Similar results for a 3D trilayermicrostructure in epoxy that resembles a tree. (D toG) Multilayer 2D precursors, FEA predictions for the 3Dmesostructures,
and corresponding SEM image for bilayer nested saddles of epoxy (D), bilayer nested boxes of silicon (E), bilayer nestedmembranes of silicon (F), and hybrid
trilayer nested cages of epoxy and silicon (G). (H and I) Exploded view of the various precursor layers, FEA predictions for 3Dmesostructuresmade of bilayers
consisting of copper (1 mm) and polyethylene terephthalate (PET) (50 mm), and corresponding optical images for a “SydneyOpera House” (H) and a four-layer
“tree” (I). The color in the FEA results of (B) to (G) corresponds to themagnitude of maximum principal strain. Scale bars, 400 mm (B to G) and 4mm (H and I).
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Fig. 2. Experimental and computational studies of variousmultilayer structureswith assisting features. (A) Multilayer 2D precursors, FEA predictions,
and experimental images (SEM or optical) of the partially and fully assembled 3D structures for eight designs formed with the use of biaxial prestrain in the
substrate. The first mesostructure is made of PI (green), the second one is made of PI (green) and copper/PI bilayers (orange), the third structure is made of
epoxy (SU8, yellow), the fourth and fifthmesostructures aremade of copper/PI bilayers, and the last three structures aremade of plastic films. The red color in
the 2D precursors denotes the bonding sites, and the gray color denotes the creaseswith reduced thickness than the other regions. (B) Schematic illustration
and computed results for the folding angle andnormal contact force as a functionof prestrain for the3Dcube andpyramid in (A). (C)Multilayer 2Dprecursors,
the FEAprediction of the 3D structuresmade of bilayers consisting of copper (1 mm) and PET (50 mm), and the corresponding experimental image (optical) for
partially collapsed arrays of Dominoeswith a straight path. (D) Similar results for partially collapsed arrays of Dominoeswith a curved path. Scale bars, 600 mm
[first five structures in (A)], 20 mm [last three structures in (A)], and 5 mm (C and D).
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polyhedral boxes, screens, and blooming flowers. The “screen” structure
forms through simultaneous local folding that arises from compression
of the bonding sites and global rotation due to the force imparted by
out-of-plane deformations of the base layer. The “blooming flower” has
six petals folded by the action of the closed, circular form serpentine
ribbons of the base layer. Other plastic multilayer structures that
form with the precursor designs in Fig. 2A (top five frames) appear
in fig. S5. The distributions of maximum principal strain in the 3D
structures with evident folding deformations are illustrated in fig. S6,
with magnified views to highlight the strain concentration nearby the
folding creases. These results indicate that the peak values of the max-
imum principal strains lie well below the fracture thresholds of the
materials, consistent with the experimental observations.

In all of the above examples, the mechanical interactions can be
tailored quantitatively, with the aid of FEA, to precisely control the fi-
nal 3D geometries. These interactions, mainly in the form of normal
contact forces, act directly or indirectly (via bending moments) to re-
shape the overlying layers. Figure 2B and fig. S7 illustrate the dependence
of the folding angle and contact force on prestrain for three represen-
tative examples. The folding angle increases monotonically with in-
creasing prestrain, until a close geometry forms. By contrast, the
contact force increases sharply and then decreases slightly with fur-
ther increases in the prestrain, as the contact point moves farther
away from the creases (nearby the bonding sites) at high prestrain.

Similar design concepts can be extended to form 3D shapes similar
to partially collapsed arrays of Dominoes, arranged in either straight
(Fig. 2C) or curved (Fig. 2D) paths. Here, a thick, crossing ribbon
(plastic, ~250 mm) located at the base layer serves as the actuation
element, and 10 identical pads [Cu (1 mm)/PET (50 mm) bilayer] with
flexible joints connected to bonding sites serve as the passive elements
for load transfer. Because of the relatively small bending stiffnesses
of the joint regions, the passive elements undergo folding deforma-
tions that can be transferred sequentially to adjacent pads. Simula-
tions indicate that the motion of the actuation element can be
transferred to a relative long distance (for example, more than three
times the length of a passive pad) for the design in Fig. 2C. For both
straight and curved transmission paths, the multilayer configurations
predicted by FEA agree with experiments, as shown in Fig. 2 (C and
D) and fig. S8.

3D multilayer mesostructures with entanglements
Another class of multilayer design involves interwoven multilayers
as the 2D precursors, thereby opening access to 3D mesostructures
with entangled topologies. These designs can be implemented using
photolithographic means or with the mechanical/laser cutting tech-
niques mentioned previously. A schematic illustration of the process
that uses mechanical cutting appears in Fig. 3A and fig. S9A, in which
the interwoven regions are realized by micromanipulation. In this de-
sign, the layer in green lies above the layer in blue at the center region
but below it in all of the other contacting areas. The resulting 3D
mesostructures follow from collective buckling of the two entan-
gled ribbons. The final configuration resembles a twisted knot, as
shown by the FEA results and SEM images in Fig. 3B. Figure 3C
and fig. S9B illustrate a ribbon network, where the green layer splits
the buckled waves into two subwaves. These structures could be in-
teresting as scaffolds for electrically or mechanically monitoring
and/or stimulating the growth of cells. Figure 3D and fig. S9C dem-
onstrate the use of an interwoven Kagome pattern consisting of two
Yan et al. Sci. Adv. 2016; 2 : e1601014 23 September 2016
identical triangles as the 2D precursors. The final configuration has
sixfold symmetry and corresponds to entangled, wavy arcs connected
in a closed form. More sophisticated arrangements of the interwoven
layouts can involve kirigami membranes with strategically designed
cuts to serve as stitches for interweaving ribbon-shaped precursors.
An example of a 3D kirigami cube with two interwoven ribbons ap-
pears in Fig. 3E and fig. S9D. These multilayer configurations might,
for example, provide electromagnetic shielding for circuits formed
inside the box.

3D mesostructures with coherently coupled multilayers via
selective bonding
In the aforementioned designs, the 2D precursor layers involve negli-
gible (Fig. 1) or specifically engineered (Figs. 2 and 3) mechanical in-
teractions between one another but without any interlayer bonding.
Introduction of such bonding at defined locations can further expand
the design possibilities, as schematically illustrated in Fig. 4A. With
multilayer 2D precursors consisting of parallel straight ribbons as an
example, selective bonding enables a rich range of 3D topologies be-
yond those (fig. S10) possible without such bonding. For the case of
uniaxial prestrain, examples appear in Fig. 4B and fig. S11 for struc-
tures in copper/PET bilayers, plastic, and hybrid combinations. The
first and second columns (Fig. 4B) depict the multilayer 2D precursors
in top and cross-sectional views. The red areas highlight locations of
bonding either to the substrate or between layers. Corresponding 3D
FEA predictions and experimental results appear in the last two
columns. The first design consists of three precursor layers, in which
the blue, green, and dark blue layers have two, one, and zero ends
bonded to the substrate, respectively. The resulting 3D structure is dis-
tinct from that assembled from precursors without bonding. In the
next two designs, each precursor layer bonds to the substrate at least
at one end, thereby leading to 3D mesostructures with limited out-of-
plane displacements. The last three examples in Fig. 4B demonstrate
that large out-of-plane displacements can be realized by arranging
the different precursor layers in a manner similar to that of building
toy blocks. In particular, the multilayer structure in the fourth frame
of Fig. 4B involves ribbons that increase in length from the bottom
layer to the top. These structures, when constructed from piezoelectric
materials, might be relevant for broadband mechanical energy
harvesting.

Similar ideas implemented with biaxially prestrained substrates
provide further enhanced design flexibility, as demonstrated in Fig.
4C and fig. S12. The first example corresponds to a variant of the third
case in Fig. 4B, reorganized in a closed circular form. This copper/PET
3D structure consists of 15 curvy ribbons. The corresponding 2D pre-
cursors appear in fig. S12A. Adding more layers to this 3D structure
along the out-of-plane direction is also possible with appropriate
choice of the precursor layouts, as shown in fig. S12B and the second
structure of Fig. 4C. The last three examples in Fig. 4C illustrate 3D
structures supported by buckled membranes, whose 2D precursors are
in fig. S12 (C to E). The third and fourth structures adopt the same
2 × 2 array of kirigami circular membranes at the base layer, in
which the serpentine-shaped cuts induce rotational motions during
the buckling process (45). Introducing hybrid ribbon-membrane
patterns at the top layer leads to the formation of a twisted table
or unfolded pads from the top of buckled kirigami membranes. The
last structure in Fig. 4C is composed of cubic boxes with different sizes
at the base layer and a twisted kirigami membrane at the top.
5 of 11
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A 3D NFC device with enhanced Q factor and angular
operating range
The elastomeric substrate provides a straightforward means for con-
tinuous and reversible control of all of the 3D structures presented
previously. This capability can be important in various applications,
specifically in dynamically tunable 3D electromagnetic components.
A demonstration of a mechanically tunable NFC device constructed
with copper (9 mm)/PI (12 mm) bilayers, with SiO2 encapsulation (1 mm),
appears in Fig. 5. Schematic illustrations of the multilayer 2D precur-
sors are in Fig. 5A, along with the final 3D configuration that results
from the use of uniaxial prestrain (ex-appl = 70% and ey-appl = 0%).
The geometry corresponds to a variant of the first structure in Fig.
2A but with additional turns and optimized dimensions. FEA pre-
dictions and experimental results show good agreement (right frame
of Fig. 5A) for both the partially and fully assembled states. The lower-
layer ribbon and upper-layer spire are electrically connected at the
Yan et al. Sci. Adv. 2016; 2 : e1601014 23 September 2016
center of the device. Figure 5B presents measurements and modeling
results for theQ factor and inductance at a frequency of 13.56 MHz as a
function of uniaxial strain (ex-appl) applied to the elastomeric substrate,
for two devices with different widths (w) in the supporting ribbon.
Although the inductance decreases slightly during the 2D-3D
transformation, the resistance decreases sharply (fig. S13A) because
of a relieved “proximity effect” in the 3D configuration, thereby lead-
ing to an enhancement in the Q factor. This result can also be under-
stood from the reduction in energy losses associated with decreased
coupling to the supporting metallic ribbon as the separation between
the two layers increases. Both experimental measurement and theoret-
ical modeling show these enhancements (~1.5 times for wribbon = 1.03 mm
and ~1.8 times for wribbon = 2 mm) of Q factor in 3D devices (ex-appl =
0%) over 2D counterparts (ex-appl = 70%), as shown in Fig. 5B. To provide
further evidence of the underlying mechanism, the Q factors and induc-
tances of NFC devices with a wide range of supporting ribbons widths
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Fig. 5. A 3D NFC device with enhanced Q factor and improved working angle over conventional 2D counterparts. (A) Schematic illustration of the
multilayer 2D precursors, an exploded view to show the layer construction, and the corresponding 3D configurations (optical image, right top; FEA results,
right bottom)with theuse of uniaxial prestrain (ex-appl = 70%and ey-appl = 0%). Scale bars, 2mm. (B)Measured and computeddependenceof theQ factor and
inductance on the applied strain for devices with two different widths (1.03 and 2.00 mm) in the supporting ribbon. The right frame corresponds to the FEA
results of 3D configurations for the NFC device under different levels of applied strain (0, 20, and 70%). The other geometric parameters are fixed aswcoil = 222 mm
(coil width), s = 82 mm (coil spacing), and nturn = 12 (turn number). (C) Measured and computed results for the Q factor and inductance versus the width of
supporting ribbon for both the 2D and 3Ddeviceswithwcoil = 222 mm, s= 82 mm, and nturn = 12. (D) Computed results of the induced voltage as a function of
the working angle and the applied strain, when the devices are coupled with a commercial primary coil, as schematically shown in the right top frame. A
capacitor (152 pF for 2D and 182.5 pF for 3D in the left frame; 182.5 pF in the middle frame) is used for impedance matching. The right bottom frame
corresponds to an optical image demonstrating the use of the 3D NFC device for lighting a commercial red LED. The geometric parameters adopted in
the calculations includewribbon = 2.00mm,wcoil = 222 mm, s= 82 mm, and nturn = 12. (E) ComputedQ factor versus themetal thickness (left, withwribbon = 1.84mm,
wcoil = 222mm, s=84mm, andnturn = 12), turn number (middle,withwribbon= 1.84mm,wcoil = 222 mm, s=84 mm, and tcu = 9 mm), and thewidth of coil (right,
with wribbon = 1.84 mm, s = 84 mm, tcu = 9 mm, and nturn = 12).
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(w from ~0.24 to 2 mm) appear in Fig. 5C for both 2D and 3D geome-
tries. These results indeed show a moderate reduction in Q factor with
increasing width, and these reductions are smaller in the 3D devices than
in the 2D counterparts. The elastomeric substrate itself has a negligible
effect on the Q factor at 13.56 MHz, as shown in fig. S13B. In an op-
erational sense, the 3D spiral device provides an improved output volt-
age, when wirelessly coupled to a commercial primary coil (Samsung
Galaxy Note II), after addition of a capacitor for impedance matching.
Figure 5D (left frame) summarizes computed voltages for 2D and 3D
devices (wribbon = 2 mm) for a range of working angles (a, from 0°
to 50°). The 3D device outperforms the 2D counterpart (for example,
>2.2 times) for all angles. Moreover, broad tunability of the induced
voltage can be achieved for different working angles, as shown by the
middle frame of Fig. 5D. The right, bottom frame of Fig. 5D and fig.
S14 provides an experimental demonstration of the 3D device in
lighting a commercial red light-emitting diode (LED), using the same
NFC chip as in the previous studies with 2D coils (53, 54).

The effects of key design parameters, including the metal thickness,
turn number, and coil width, establish a comprehensive set of structure-
property relationships in this system, as shown in Fig. 5E and fig. S15.
These results suggest that the Q factor of the 3D spiral device increases
almost in a linear manner with all of the above parameters, over the
ranges of interest. The enhancement of the Q factor increases with coil
width (wcoil), reaching ~2.4 times for wcoil = 300 mm. These data support
broad range of tunability in Q factor via mechanical stretching.
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DISCUSSION

In summary,multilayer design concepts and fabricationmethods, when
coupled with deterministic, substrate-induced buckling processes, open
access to a wide range of 3D mesostructures, all starting with 2D pre-
cursors that can be formed using the most sophisticated materials and
methods in existing microsystems technologies. Dozens of examples
with length scales ranging from micrometers to centimeters, across
material classes from soft polymers to brittle inorganic semiconductors,
and to plastic metals, illustrate the basic ideas and validate the utility of
computational modeling as a design tool. Amechanically tunable spiral
NFC device provides an application example, where the 3D multilayer
geometry enhances theQ factor and broadens theworking angle during
wireless communication with a primary coil. Quantitative analyses
based on mechanical-electromagnetic modeling offer insights into the
structure-property relationships of this material structure. As suggested
in the main text, future additional application areas are in biomedical
devices for growing and/or monitoring cells on active 3D scaffolds and
in broad-frequency mechanical energy harvesters that integrate piezo-
electric components in complex structures with engineered normal
modes for vibration. Exploring these engineering possibilities and estab-
lishing basic considerations in accessible 3D topologies are fruitful
directions for applied and fundamental research.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Fabrication of 3D multilayer microstructures
Fabrication of 2D precursors of bilayers of silicon-epoxy

and single layers of expoxy. Fabrication of 2D precursors of silicon-
expoxy bilayers began with patterning the top layer of silicon on an
Yan et al. Sci. Adv. 2016; 2 : e1601014 23 September 2016
SOI wafer (1.5-mm-thick top silicon) by photolithography and re-
active ion etching. Spin-casting and photolithography then formed a
layer of epoxy (SU8) on the silicon pattern in a matching geometry.
Immersion in hydrofluoric acid (HF) fully removed the exposed oxide
of the SOI and partially undercut this layer from the perimeter edges
of the 2D silicon-epoxy structure. A coating of photoresist (AZ 5214)
patterned on the top of the silicon-epoxy served as a sacrificial layer
with openings to define the bonding regions. In this step, photoresist
also entered the partially undercut perimeter regions to tether the silicon-
epoxy bilayers and the underlying wafer. Immersion in HF fully re-
moved the oxide to allow release of the structure from the substrate.
A thin layer of silicon dioxide (SiO2, 50 nm) blanket deposited by elec-
tron beam evaporation coated the silicon-epoxy at the positions of the
openings in the photoresist and across the top surface of the photo-
resist as well. Immersion in acetone washed the latter SiO2 away along
with the photoresist.

Fabrication of 2D precursors of epoxy involved spin-casting and
photolithography on a silicon wafer coated with SiO2 (800 nm in
thickness). The subsequent steps followed the procedures described
above but with buffered oxide etchant instead of HF for partial under-
cut etching.

Fabrication of 2D precursors of copper-coated PI and PI.
The 2D precursors of copper (9 mm)/PI (12 mm) (AC 091200EV, DuPont)
and PI (12 mm in thickness) were formed by laser cutting. Deposition
of SiO2 (50 nm) by electron beam evaporation through a PI shadow
mask defined the bonding sites.

Assembly of multilayer 2D precursors via layer-by-layer transfer
printing. A transfer printing tool and soft, elastomeric stamps of
polydimethylsiloxane (Sylgard 184, Dow Corning) enabled align-
ment and stacking of 2D precursors with various configurations,
feature sizes, and materials. The resulting multilayer 2D precursors were
delivered to the surface of a poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) tape.

Fabrication and assembly and interwoven 2D precursors.
Fabrication began with 2D precursors of copper (9 mm)/PI (12 mm)
(AC 091200EV, DuPont), interwovenmanually using a micromanipulator
and then delivered onto a PVA tape with the copper side down. Dep-
osition of SiO2 (50 nm) by electron beam evaporation through a PI
shadow mask defined the bonding sites.

Buckling of 3D multilayer microstructures. A thin sheet of sili-
cone (500 mm in thickness, Dragon Skin, Smooth-On) served as the
assembly platform. Separate exposure of this substrate and the 2D pre-
cursors with ultraviolet (UV)–induced ozone radiation produced hy-
droxyl termination on the exposed regions of the silicone and the
SiO2. Stretching of the silicone substrate was performed with a custom
stage. Lamination delivered the PVA tape onto this substrate, with 2D
precursors facing downward. Baking at 70°C for 7 min promoted con-
densation reactions between contacting hydroxyl groups on the silicone
substrates and the bonding areas of the 2D precursors, thereby creating
strong mechanical interfaces at these locations. Removing the PVA
tape using hot water and the AZ 5214 using acetone, followed by slow
release of the prestrain in the silicone substrate while immersed in
water, led to geometrical transformation of the 2D precursors into 3D
microstructures.

Fabrication of millimeter-scale 3D multilayer structures
The 2D precursors in bilayers of copper (1 mm)/PET (50 mm), bilayers
of copper (12 mm)/PI (12 mm), and single-layer plastic films (25, 40, 90,
or 255 mm in thickness) were formed by automated mechanical cutting.
9 of 11
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For films thinner than 60 mm, a thermal release tape, whose adhesion
reduces considerably after heating, facilitated the retrieval of the pat-
terned films from the adhesive cutting mat, as shown in fig. S2A. Plastic
films (Fig. 2A and fig. S5, C to E) with nonuniform thicknesses were
prepared by mechanically cutting a base layer (90 mm in thickness)
into desired patterns, followed by cutting of patterns to define the
thick regions with an additional layer of thick plastic film (255 mm in
thickness). Adhering the additional layers onto the base layer through
thin, sticky double-coated tape (9080A, 3M) yielded 2D precursors for
origami assembly.

Preparation of coherently coupled, multilayer, 2D precursors in Fig.
4 started with mechanical cutting of thin films into desired patterns. A
commercial adhesive (Super Glue, Gorilla Glue Company) dispensed
at desired locations on the 2D precursors resulted in strong bonding
between different layers after curing for ~5 min at room temperature.

A thin silicone substrate (2 mm in thickness, Dragon Skin) served
as the assembly platform. A commercial adhesive (Super Glue, Gorilla
Glue Company) dispensed at desired locations on the 2D precursors
resulted in strong bonding to the silicone substrate, after curing for
~10 min at room temperature. Slowly releasing the prestrain in the sub-
strate, with a strain rate of <0.008 s−1, completed the assembly process.

Fabrication and measurement of 3D NFC devices
The 3D NFC devices were formed using 2D precursors defined in cop-
per (9mm)/PI (12mm) (AC091200EV,DuPont) by laser cutting. Plasma-
enhanced chemical vapor deposition through a shadow mask formed
a layer of SiO2 (1 mm) on the copper at nonbonding areas, to serve as
an encapsulation layer. A transfer printing tool yielded stacked bilayer
2D precursors that were then delivered onto a piece PVA tapewith the
copper side facing downward. Deposition of SiO2 (50 nm) by electron
beam evaporation through a PI shadow mask defined the bonding
sites, subsequently activated by exposure to UV-ozone. Removing the
shadowmask and placing this tapewith patterns facing downward onto
prestrained elastomer substrates (Dragon Skin, Smooth-On) followed
by elimination of the PVA with hot water prepared the structure for
3D assembly. A fast-drying silver paint (Electrodag 1415M, Ted Pella)
connected the top layer coil and bottom layer ribbon. The 3D NFC de-
vice formed as a result of releasing the prestrain. Two electrical contact
pads were connected to SubMiniature version A connectors by solder-
ing the lead wires. The inductance and resistance of the NFC devices
were characterized at 13.56 MHz using a radio-frequency impedance/
material analyzer (Hewlett-Packard, 4291A).
6

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
Supplementary material for this article is available at http://advances.sciencemag.org/cgi/
content/full/2/9/e1601014/DC1
Methods: FEA

Methods: Electromagnetic simulations

fig. S1. Experimental and FEA results of a 3D trilayer tree microstructure in epoxy.

fig. S2. Process of deterministic assembly of 3D multilayer structures using mechanical cutting
techniques and illustrative examples.

fig. S3. FEA results for maximum out-of-plane displacements (dout-of-plane) at different layers
versus the prestrain in the substrate.

fig. S4. Experimental and FEA results of multilayer plastic structures with fully separated
configurations.
fig. S5. Experimental and FEA results of multilayer plastic structures with assist features.
fig. S6. FEA results on the strain distributions, with magnified views near the folding creases.
fig. S7. Schematic illustration and computed results for the folding angle and normal contact
force as a function of prestrain for the 3D blooming flower.
Yan et al. Sci. Adv. 2016; 2 : e1601014 23 September 2016
fig. S8. Illustration of the design and additional results for the partially collapsed arrays of Dominoes.
fig. S9. Designs and copper/PET structures assembled from interwoven, multilayer, 2D
precursors.
fig. S10. Computational studies of fully separated mesostructures consisting of parallel straight
ribbons.
fig. S11. Experimental and FEA results of plastic and plastic/metal structures with coherently
coupled multilayers, assembled with use of uniaxial prestrain.
fig. S12. Experimental and FEA results of plastic structures with coherently coupled multilayers,
assembled with use of biaxial prestrain.
fig. S13. Measured and computed results of resistance of the 3D spiral NFC device and the
effect of substrate on the Q factor and inductances.
fig. S14. Circuit diagram and measured results of the 3D coil used to wirelessly power a red
LED through the matching capacitor and NFC chip.
fig. S15. Computed results of inductance dependences on three key design parameters.
movie S1. Video of the assembly process guided by compressive buckling for two four-layer
tree structures made of bilayers consisting of copper (1 mm) and PET (50 mm).
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